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Abst rac t

For a variety of mu sical pieces the follo wing questions a re addressed : Are the power spectra of IIJ form ? Are the
p roc esses G au ssian? Are th e higher-order spectra of Ilffo rm? Are the processes linear? Is lon g-r an ge depend ence present ?
Bo th sco re and aco ustical signa l rep resentations of mu sic ar e di scussed and considered, P a rametric forms ar e fit to
sample spectra. Approximate di stributions of the qu an tities compute d are basic to dr aw ing inferences. In summary, Ilf
seems to be a reasona ble appro ximation to thc overall spectr a of a num be r of pieces selected to be rep resenta tive of
a broad population. Th e checks for Gaussianity, rea lly for bispectrum 0, in each ca se reject that hypothesis. T he checks
for linea rity, really for constan t bico herenc c, reject th at hypoth esis in th e case of th e instantaneous power of the
aco ustical signa l but no t for the zero crossings of the signa l or th e score represen tatio n. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.

Zu sammenfassun g

Fu r ein e Anzahl vo n Musikstiicken werden die folge nden Frage stellungen be handelt: Gehorchen die Leistungsdichte
spek tren einem Ilf-Ge setz? Sind die Prozesse gaufsvertei lt? Besitzen die Spektren hoh erer Ordnung IIJ-Form? Sind
die Prozesse linea r? Sind lan gfristige Abha ngig kcitcn vor ha nde n? Sowohl Partituren als auch ak ustische Signa ldarstel
lun gen von Mu sik werden betrachtet und d isku tier t. Par ametr ische Darstellun gen wer den an Spektren vo n Musterfunk
tio nen angepafst . Na herungsweise Verteilun gen der berechneten Grofl en sind grundlegend fur statistische Riickschlu sse.
Z usammenfassend scheint eine Ilf Form eine sinnvolle Naherung fur die Spektren einer Anza hl von Stticken zu sein,
die als reprasentativ fur einen gro tlen Bestand au sgewahlt wurden. D ie Te sts bez iiglich Gaulsverteilung (eigentlich
beziiglich verschwi ndendem Bispe k trum) weisen eine solche H ypothese immer zur iick . Di e Tests beziiglich Linear itat
(eigent lich bcziig lich konstantcr Bikohiircn z) weisen die se H yp othese im Fall der M orncn tanl cistung de s akustischen
Signa ls zuruck, nic ht a ber fur d ie N ulld urc hgange des Signa ls oder fur d ie Part itu r. © 1998 Elsev ier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.

Resum e

Les questions suivantes sont po sees po ur une variete de mo rceaux de mu sique: Les spectres de puissa nce sont-ils de la
forme IIJ?Les processus so nt-ils ga ussien s? Les spectres d'ordre superieur sont-ils de la forme IIJ? Les processu s so nt- ils
lineaires? La dependan ce a long terme est-elle presente? Les rep resent at ions de musique sous forme de partitio n et de
signa l acoustiq ue so nt toutes deu x discutees et examinees. Des forme s pa rametriques sont aju stee s a ux spectres
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experimentaux. Les distr ibutions approximatives des quantites calculees sont essentielles pour tirer des conclusion s. En
resume, la forme cn l /f semble etre une approximation raisonn able des spectres globaux d'un certain nombre de
morceaux selectionnes comme rcprescntatifs d'un e popul ation etendue. Les verifications de gaussianite, en verite de
bispectr e nul, rejettent dan s chaqu e cas cette hypothe se. Les verifications de linearite, en verite de bicoherence constante,
rejettent cette hypot hese da ns Ie cas de la puissance instan tanee du signal acoustique mais pas pour passages par zero du
signal ou de la representation par partition. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.Y. All rights reserved.
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I. Introduction

What is music? Probably nobody will ever give
a final answer to this question, but something in
side of us tells us when a sound we hear is music
and when it is not. Most people hear the sound of
cars passing by on a road and do not think it is
music, but it only take s them a moment after
a rad io is turned on to identify the sound coming
out as music. Certain sounds we classify as music
others we do not. In this pap er we examine some
statistical properties of two different numerical rep
resentations of music to see if we can shine some
light on the property that make s music, music.

We are able to process music in a data analytic
fashion becau se the time is at hand when music can
be treated directly as dat a to be analyzed by con
tempora ry sta tistical procedures and packages.

The paper begins with a description of the two
basic representations of music, moves on to some
review of previous investigation s, then presents the
results of modeling the second-order spectra and
finally employs higher-order spectr a to assess
Gaussianity and linearity.

The pieces investigated included: Baroque, Clas
sical, Romantic, Aton al, Spanish Guitar, Jazz,
Latin, Rock & Roll and Hip Hop .

2. Representations of music

Certainly music is sound. Every sound we hear is
the consequence of pressure fluctuations traveling
through the air and hitting our ear drums. The
signal representation takes this property of sound
to represent music as a continuous function.

For years composers ha ve transcribed the music
they hear in their heads using what is known as
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common practice notation (CPN). We use such 'nu
merical' representations of music for our analyses.

2.1. Signal representation

The function describing the audible pressure
fluctuations of air is called a 'sound wave'. The
energy tran smitted by this 'sound wave' can be
transformed into a voltage Y(t), which will be
a continuous function in time. Compact Disks are
proof of how effective quantized samples of this
function arc. Th is time series Y(t) ,O < t < T , will
be called the signal representat ion of music.
Th roughout this paper we will be using a discrete
version of the function, Y" t = 0,1, ...

When such fluctuations of air are approximately
periodic we hear a sound with a definite musical
pitch . Instruments play different pitches by chang
ing the fundamental frequency of the 'sound wave'
they are creating [15]. Some cultures, e.g. Western
cultures, have quantized these pitche s and created
'notes'. This has permitted composers to write with
a notat ion that an instrumentalist can then turn
into sounds. Thi s notation provides the other rep
resentation of music, the score representation.

2.2. Score representation

Most instruments known to us have the capabil
ity to play different 'notes'. In all 'melodic' instru
ment s, for example violins, pianos, trumpets, sita rs,
ctc., as mentioned above different notes correspond
to different fundamental frequenc ies or pitches. The
pitch corresponding to 440 Hz has been called
A (concert pitch A). Any frequency that holds a 2":1
relation with A is also called A, but in another
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octave , Western music uses the 12 tone equal-tem
pered scale in which the frequencies between, say
440 Hz (concert pitch A) and 880 Hz (an octave
above concert pitch A) have been divided into 12
notes corresponding to frequencies with the same
ratio between them. These 12 notes are A, A1! (A
sharp), B, C,0, D, tn, E, F,F1!, G,G1! and that
brings us back to A (an octave above). If you look
at a piano the black keys correspond to the sharps
and you wil1 see a twelve white-black keys pattern
repeating 7 times. Adjacent notes are said to be
a half-step apart or a semi-tone away, see [15].

The human audible range can hear about 4 oc
taves below concert pitch A and about 6 octa ves
above (this is for the keenest of ears). This means
that there are about 100 notes that we can hear.
Western composers have found a universal way of
representing these notes, namely, what is known as
common practice notation (CPN) . Probably most if
not al1 sheet music you have seen uses this notation,
With this notation a composer tel1s a performer
what pitch his instrument should play. Represent
ing notes as numbers is now straightforward. The
MIDI standard (see more detail below) assigns to
concert pitch A the number 69 and for every adjac
ent note adds or subtracts one,

To transcribe a melody we also need the rhythm.
CPN also provides symbols to denote how long
each note is going to be played and also for how
long nothing will be played (rests). In Western
music the time domain is divided into measures
and beats and into sub-beats. For any given song
one could find the smallest subdivision of the
beat. We will call this a tatum (as defined by Hilmes
in his master's thesis [IJ), such that any distance
between any two notes can be represented as
k tatums, k an integer. This is usual1yeasy to do by
looking at the score. As an example consider a song
that has 5 measures . Each measure is divided into
3 beats . Say that a tatum is equivalent to a quarter
of a beat. Then each beat is 4 tatums long, each
measure is 4 x 3 tatums and the song is 3 x 4 x 5
tatums long.

Even with this representation we will not have
a one-to-one correspondence with sounds . Each
note can have millions of different sounds (timbre):
loudness, tremolo, staccato, varying with different
instruments, who's playing (for some it is not hard
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to distinguish the timbre of two different players),
etc, The same occurs for the rhythm: decrescendos,
accelerandos, rubato, swing, etc. Even though
a one-to-one correspondence does not exist we can
make a good approximation using the MIDI stan
dard.

2.2.1. The MiDI standard
The MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Inter

face) standard is a hardware specification and
communications protocol that allows computers,
controllers, and synthesis gear to pass information
amongst themselves, see [13]. MIDI uses repres
entations based on the concept of notes by defining
a pitch and a velocity (volume) that go on and off.
MIDI is mostly controlled by keyboard instru
ments which can be represented by a series of
switches. Each separate key is treated as a switch.
When a key is depressed, a Note 011 message is
sent out , indicating the note assoeiated with that
key and with what velocity it was struck. When the
key is released, a Note Off message is tran smitted
with the key number and velocity O. In a similar
way MIDI can be used to go from a score repres
entation of sound to an acoustic signal. The way
MIDI, together with sound synthesis techniques,
converts scores to music is rather complicated. In
the fol1owing section we present a method of con
verting a series of notes represented in a MIDI
score to an acoustical signal representation of
a sine tone instrument (i.e. an instrument with no
harmonics).

2.2.2. Time series representation
The time series representation X j , where j is the

tatum number, is defined by X, = note at tatum j.
This representation does not characterize the score
exactly, since it makes no distinction between two
contiguous identical notes with durations d1 and
dz and that note with duration d1 + dz.

As a numerical representation of a note we could
use the MIDI-Note number. In this case an in
crease of a step would represent a jump to the note
a semi-tone away. This presents a problem when
dealing with rests. Rests do not have Midi-Note
numbers . We could not just assign 0 to rests be
cause then this would be representing a note corres
ponding to MIDI-number O. Even though this note
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2.2.3. Marked point process representation
Suppose we ha ve a series of triplets (note, dura

tion , volume), then we can construct an acoustica l
signal representation via the following definitions:

is below the audible range it does not correspond to
ofrequency thus its cho ice is quite arb itrary since
notes with MIDI-note numbers smaller than I6
cor respond to note s below the aud ible range and
using Eq. (1) below we see that the MIDI-note
number corresponding to 0 frequency is - CfJ. One
way to get around this is to prolong the duration of
note s preceding rests. In a song with few rests of
short duration this would no t make much of a dif
ference.

An alternative numerical representation, that is
more in accordance with the signal representation, is
using the fundamental frequency of the pitch deter
mined by the notes. For example a note of MIDI
number X would be represented by frequency

440 x2( X-6 9l/ 12 = 8.175799 X 2X/12 Hz, (I)

see [15]. In this case frequencies related to rests
could be set to 0 since a sound wave with 0 fre
quenc y has no fluctuations and thu s is silent. It
would be interesting to note how robust our analy
sis is to this arbitrary assignment.

(
t - T')Y(t) = ~ V)1~ cos },it - Tj ),

h(. ) = a taper function , (2)

through the speakers of a Spare work-station using
the Matl ab command sound. See Appendix A for
some details .)

One reason the taper function is introduced in
Eq. (2) is to avoid hearing clicks at instantaneous
changes of pitch . It also expresses the restricted
duration of a particular note .

2.2.4. An example
The following is the common practice not ation

(CP N) for the first two bars of Mozart's Sonata in
C-majo r, K545:1

The melody in these two bars is played by the
right hand (shown in the upp er clef). In this case the
tatum would correspond to a six teenth note , or
a quarter of a beat. If the song were played at an
Allegro tempo (about 144 quarter notes per minute)
then a tatum would have a duration of 60 (s)/
144(quarter notes per beat) x 1/4(tatums per beat)
~ 0.10 seconds . The not e and duration in tatum

pairs are the following: (C,4), (rest,4), (E,4), (0 ,4),
(B,6), (C,l), (D,l), (C,8).

The time series representation using MIDI-num
bers would be:

72, 72, 72, 72, NA, NA, NA, NA,

where Tj is the time of comm encement of the jth
note , }'j is the frequency of the j th note , V j is the
volume of the jth note and (J j is the duration of the
jth note. Here {Tj} will be a point process corres
ponding to times of jumps between not es. For time
t near Tj the signal will look like a cosine wave of
frequenc y Aj and amplitude Vj. The units t here
could be seconds as well as tatums in which case we
could represent changes in tempo by using time
maps that assign a du ration in seconds to each
ta tum , see [21].

To compute the frequenc y Aj from midi-number
X, we use Eq. (1). (We used this conversion method
to check for mistakes in the data entry. By convert
ing the entered data and forming the signal produc
ed by relation Eq. (2) we then played the signal
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76, 76,76,76 ,79 ,79 ,79 ,79,

71,71 ,71 ,71 ,71 ,71 ,

72, 74, 72,72 ,72 ,72 , 72,72,72 ,72 .

Here the NAs represent rests.
The time series representation using frequencies

of the pitches would be:

523,523,523 ,523 ,0,0 ,0,0 ,

659,659 ,659 ,659 , 783, 783,783,783 ,

493,493,493 ,493 ,493 ,493 ,523 ,

587,523 ,523 ,523 ,523 ,523,523,523 ,523 .

1 The actual song starts with a half not e C and no rest. We put
in the rest for illustr ati ve purposes.
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A marked point process representation with time
measured in tatums characterizes the score. For
the sonata we have {rj ,(Vj,Aj,O)}: {0,(l,523,4)},
{8,(l , 659,4)}, {12,(1 , 783,4)}, {16,(1 ,493, 6)}, {22,
(1,523 , I)}, {23, (1,587, I)}, {24, (1,523 , 8)}, (We ha ve
set the volume to 1, this choice is completely arbit
rary. This part of the score does not ask for certain
notes to be played louder than others, In practice
accents are always present.)

3. Some previous work

Electronic musicians have used random pro
cesses to create melodies. Completely uncorrelated
processes, with constant spectra, seem to create
'melodies' with no structure, 'Melodies' produced
with random walk s, i.e. spectru m I/f z, seem to be
too predictable. In between these two processes is
so called l /f noise .

Voss studied the po ssibilit y of mu sic having a III
spectrum [22-24]. He took the signal representa
tion s yet) of a variety of songs and obtained the
'instantaneous' audio power of mus ic. In order to
measure it, the audio signal yet) was passed
through a bandpass filter in the range 100 Hz to
10 kHz. The output voltage was squ ared, and fil
tered with a 20 Hz low-pass filter. Voss remarked
that correlations of the resulting process represent
ed correlations of the audio power of successive
notes. For a discus sion of some properties of this
filtering technique see Appendix A.

Another qu antity Voss examined was the 'in
stantaneous' frequency. He mea sured th is by the
rate , Z (t), of zero crossings of the audio signal.
He remarked that in the case of music , correlations
of Z(t) represented correlations in the frequencies
of successive notes. This is rea son able because if
say frequency A dominates at time t, the signal
will be approximately p COS(At + ¢) and the rate
of zero crossings (or cycles) is }.j2n per unit time.
Of course problems may arise when more than
one stream of notes is pla yed at the same time,
for example in Mozart's Sonata above you ha ve
the right hand pla ying a stream of notes cor
responding to the melody and the left hand play
ing a stream of notes cor responding to the ac
companiment.
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These two methods, of seeking information of the
melody from the audio signal, work well when the
melody is being played by one instrument with no
harmonics, as we see in Fig. 1. In a case where the
audio signal contains more than one instrument
and the sound produced by these instruments con
tains man y harmonics, these methods do not work
as well. In Fig . 1 we see the 4 time series plots. Th e
first is the score representation, using frequencies,
of the first 10 measures of the melody line of
Mozart's Eine Kl eine Nachtmusik, the second is the
smoothed zero crossings of the signal created using
Eq. (2) on the score representation, the third is the
smoothed zero cro ssing of the audio signal of an
actual orchestra pla ying the song and finally the
fourth plot is the 'instantaneous' power ofthe audio
signal. Notice how well the zero cro ssings method
works when the sound signal con tains only one
instrument with no harmonics. In the third plot we
see that the method does not work well when there
is more than one instrument playing. Notice also
that at the beginn ing of the song, when all the
instruments are playing the same notes (first
4 measures), the method works better than when
the re is more than one strea m present. (See Appen
dix A for the procedure used to obtain these fig
ures).

In another form al study of music Hsu and Hsu
[9J study the fract al nature of the intervals between
successive notes. This corresponds to the intervals
in the score representation using the MIDI-note
numbers. If in Eq. (2) we used the MIDI-note num
bers M j instead of the frequencies Aj, then these
intervals would be defined by l , = M j + 1 - M j for
j = I , .. . ,N - I, whe re N is the number of notes in
the whole piece.

4. Second-order spectra

The second-order spectrum or power spectrum
of a stationary process yet), - 00 < t < 00 , is
given by

cov{yet + u),yet)} = f~cocos(Au)fz(A)d). , (3)

with u the lag. The ph ysical meaning of the spec
trum is that fz( }.)dA represents the contribution to
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In the case thnt the stationary process Y, has
mean 0 11 naive estima te of the spectrum is provided
by the pcriodogrum.

Jf(i.) = - '-ldf (i.W ,',T

4./. Estimatesthe variance or power of Y(tl components with
frequencies in the ranges (1. , 1. + d;.) and ( - i.,
- ;. + Ji).

These definitions extend directly to the case of
a locally stationary process. Crudely the (overall)
spect rum of the proccvs Eq. (2) will be proportional

'0

The pcriodogram is an asymptotically unbiased but
inconsistent estimate (unless f lli.) = 0) since
Var[J IU.)] ~flli.) l as T -> 00 .

(4)

where 0( ' ) is the Dirac delta function and the
process will have III spectrum to the extent that
VJa; falls of as 1/) j' The process itself will be locally
stationary with instantaneous frequenc y I j for
r near fj.

where
,

df(i.) = L exp : - ii.l }v,,-, (6)
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If the seri es Y, is mixing (see e.g. cond it ions in
[3J ), the varia tes

JI(A,)!f2(}")' i., = 2m/T for t = 1, 2,... (7)

3. J2(A; a, b, c, \I.) = i."/(1 + \l.Abr,
4. J2(}';a,b, .. . ,\1., fJ, ...)

= (i."/(l + \l.i.bn( I/(1 + fJi.d )').

are approximately ind ependent exponentials wit h
mean 1.

4.2. Parametric modeling

By choice of func tional form an d pa rameter values,
these mo dels a re able to describe a fairly broad
ra nge of behavio r.

In all the models 0 .:; i. .:; 1t with J2 symmetric
and of period 21t. Notice that the first model is the
' II!' noise model.

Voss proposed th at the spect rum of mu sic has
a l!f (or 1/.1) param etric form . Co nsider the prob
lem of fitti ng parametric mod els to spec tra. We ca n
find estima tes by maximizing the approx imate log
likelih ood

r - I [ I rf;.,)J
LAO) = - I log(J2(A,; 8)) +r2(}";0) ,

4.3. Signal rep resentation

So ngs fro m a variety of mu sical styles were
ch osen in our study of th e po wer spec tru m of th e
signa l represen ta tion . These songs included :

as T -> co, where

I. J2(i.;\I., fJ) = \l. j).P,
2. J2(A;\I., fJ) = \1./( I + }.p),

I I X 0 0
r o[k , I] = 41t - xofh logJ2()';8) ao/logJ2(i,;8) di .. (10)

1. Bar oque: J.S. Bach, Ca ntata N o. 211 (Co ffee
Ca nta ta) BWV 211, Recita tioo: Weml Du mil'
nicht den Coffee and Ca ntata bur lesqu e (Peas
ant Cantat a) BWV 212, Aria: Heute noch,
Lieber Vater, tilt es doch. Performed by ba ri
to ne Kevi n McMillan, soprano Dorothea
Roschrnann and L e Vio lins du R oy cha mber
o rches tra .

2. Classical: J .F . H aydn, Son ata in D- mayor Hob.
XV I/37 , Fina le an d Sonata in F-mayor Hob.
XVI/23 , Fina le. Both perfo rmed on Pian o by
Dominique Co rnil .

3. Rom anti c: C. Debussy, Sui te bergamasq ue L. 75,
Passepeid an d Images L. 87, L ent . Both per
for med on Piano by Z6ltan Kocsis.

4. Atonal: A. Schoenberg, O rchesterst iicke op. 16,
Vorqefiihle an d O rchesterstiicke op. 16,
Peripeti e. Both perfo rm ed by Berl in Phila r
monte.

5. Span ish G uitar: L. M ilan , Paean No .6 and
Paean No. 5. Both performed on Gui tar by
Andres Segovia.

6. Jazz: Wayne Shorter, Footprints and M iles
D avis, Four . Footprint s performed by Mil es
Davis. Four perfo rmed by Sonny Rollins. In
both cases we recorded just th e head (I n most
Jazz tunes a song starts off with a fixed melod y,
ca lled the head , an d then imp rovisat ion s a re
played).

(9)

(8)
. 2m
1l' =T '

Th e estimate is asy mpto tica lly efficient in the G au s
sian case.

The goodness of fit of a parti cul a r pa ramet ric
mod el may be assessed by graphing the estimate,
l I(i,), as well as the param et ric esti ma te J2(i" 8)
surrounded by confidenc e bounds fo r the forme r.
This will be done in th e exampl es that follow.

4.2. I . Models for spectra
We consider the followin g models for the over all

power spectru m of mu sic:

see [6]. With 0 est imat ed by (j = arg max, L r(O),
un der certain conditions (includi ng that the trispec
trum is 0), (j is consis tent and asy mpto tica lly no r
mal
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7. Afro-Cuban: Juan Mesa, Amalia and Florencia
Calle, Baba Cuello Mao. Both performed by Los
Muiiequitos de Matanza.

8. Rock and Roll: Chuck Berry, Let it Rock and
Chuck Berry, Bye Bye Johnny. Both performed
by Chuck Berry.

9. Hip-Hop/Rap: R. Stewart, E. Wilcox, R. Jack
son, T. Ha rdson, R. Robin son and J. Martinez,
It 's Jiggaboo Time and If I Were President.
Both Performed by The Pharcyde.

We sampled the audio signal of the mentioned
songs at 8000 samples per second. The sampled
signal was then filtered using the two methods of
Voss described above. It is important to note that
the units of the signal Y , are arb itrary. (See Appen
dix A for the details of these computations.) First
we determined Y, to be the smoothed zero cross
ings of the signal. Then we calculated the periodo
gram of Y, and minimized the negati ve of the ap
proxim ate log likelihood given in Eq. (8) restricting

Model 1

1()113

-l!l1()ll1
:e
~1()11-1
-c

1()11-3

A to (0,20) Hz since frequencies over 20 Hz where
filtered out. Using Powell's algorithm, see [16J, the
four models were fitted. The results of these fits in
the case of Bach's Coffee Cantata can be seen in
Fig. 2. The goodness of fit may be assessed by the
approximate 95% confidence intervals which are
given as the dashed lines. Model I seems to fit well
here. The same was done for the 'instantaneous'
audio power of the signals, the four models were
fitted. The results of the fits for the Coffee Cantata
can be seen in Fig. 3. Again Model I seems to fit
well.

We fitted the Ilf model for the smoothed zero
crossings obtained from the signal representations
of the 18 pieces listed above . A fit for each style can
be seen in Fig. 4. Approximate standard errors are
calculated using Eq. (10). The I/fmodel appears to
be performing well.

The values obt ained for Pare given in Table 1.
The fraction of points out side the (approximate)
95% interv als ranges from 4.6% to 6.3%.

Model 2

1()113

-l!l1()111
:e
~1()11-1
«

1()11-3

0.05 0.50 5.00 0.05 0.50 5.00

1()113

-l!l1()111
~

~1()11-1
-c

1()11-3

Frequency in Hz.
Beta = 1.19 • Points outside c.L : 5%

Model 3

1()113

-l!l1()111
:e
~1()11-1
«

1()11-3

Frequency in Hz.
Points outside c.i. : 17%

Model 4

0.05 0.50 5.00 0.05 0.50 5.00

Frequency in Hz.
Points outside c.i. : 5 %

Number of points graphed: 1310

Frequency in Hz.
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Fig. 2. Fitted models for the smoothed zero crossings obta ined from Bach's Coffee Canta ta signal.
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Fig . 3. Fi tt ed models for th e 'instantaneous' power ob tain ed for Bach' s Coffee Cantata sig nal.

4.4. Score representation

We next looked at the time series expressions of
various songs representative of several styles of
music. In the following list we give the composer,
title of composition, title of the specific part (when
applicable), the key, time signature and tempo
given in the score, and what type of note corres
ponds to a tatum.

1. Baroque
1.1. J.S. Bach Cant ata No 211 (Coffee Cantata),

Be Silent All, Reeitativo: Wenn du mir nicht
den Coffee, D-major, 4/4, Tempo = 70,
Tatum = 1/16.

1.2. J.S. Bach, French Suites, Suite 11, Courante,
C-minor, 3/4, Tempo = 144, Tatum = 1/8.

2. Classical
2.1. F.J. Haydn, La Roxelane: Air and Vari

at ions, Theme, C-minor , 2/4, Tempo = ISO
(Allegretto), Tatum = 1/16.

2.2. F.J. Haydn , La Roxelane: Air and Vari
ations, Var I, C-major, 2/4, Tempo = ISO
(Allegretto), Tatum = 1/16.

2.3. FJ. Haydn, La Roxelane: Air and Vari
ations , Var II, C-mino r, 2/4, Tempo = 150
(Allegretto), Tatum = 1/16.

3. Romantic
3.1 . Claude Debussy, Suite Bergamasque,

Passepeid, F-minor, 4/4, Tempo = 150 (Al
legretto rna non troppo) , Tatum = 1/8,
(Note : this is an app roximation to the mel
ody. Triplet s were ignored and replaced by
the first note.)

4. Spanish Guitar
4.1. Luis de Milan, Pavan no. 5, in Tone VIII ,

"La bella Franccsca" (Fo\. [G vi'] ), G
minor , Complex meter varies between 2/4
3/4, Tempo = 120 (Allegro Moderato),
Tatum = 1/16.

4.2. Luis de Milan, Pavan no. 6, in Tone VIII,
(Fo\. [G vi' ] ), G-minor, Complex meter
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Fig. 4. Fitted I/fmodel for the smoothed zero cross ings of 9 style types.

We used the frequency version of the time
series repre sen tation of the score . Defining Y, as
follows:

with respect to the representation Eq. (2), Y, would
be the )'j of the Tj near t.

First we calculated the per iodo gram of Y, and
min imized the negative of the approximate log like
lihood give in Eq. (8) ab ove. The results for Bach's
Coffee To cata can be seen in Fig . 5. Again the 1/!
model is fitting well.

va ries between 2/4 3/4 , Tempo = 120 (Al
legro Moderato) , Tatum = 1/8 .

5. Ja zz
5.1. Miles Davi s, Four, Eb-rnajor, 4/4, Tempo =

178 (Medium Swing), Tatum = 1/8.
5.2. Wayne Shorter, Footprints, E b-major, 6/4,

Tempo = 178 (Medium Swing), Tatum =

1/8. In both case s we use the score of the
head.

6. Lat in
6.1. Perez Prad o, Mambo No. 5, Eb-rnajor, 2/2 ,

tempo = 240, tatum = 1/8.
6.2. Perez Prado, Mambo No. 8, F-major , 2/2 ,

Tempo = 240, tatum = 1/8.

Y, = frequency at tatum t

= 0 if a rest occurred at time t ,

(11)

(12)
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Table 1 Next we fitted the Ilf model to the 12 score
Results of fitting the power spect rum representa tions listed above, The results can be

Song p SE Tot. Pts. %not in c.i.
seen in Fig. 6, Again the Ilf model appears plaus-
ible. The values obt ained for fJ are listed in Tabl e 2.

Baroque 1 1.192739 0.0391 1310 5.0 The lowest was for Four and the highest was for
Baroq ue 2 1.066802 0.0391 1310 5.8 Foo tprints (the two Jazz tun es). Again the Ilfmod el
Classical I 1.190916 0.0276 2621 6.5 appears to be perform ing reasonably,
Cla ssical 2 1.244281 0.0276 2621 5.8
Romantic I 1.185097 0.0276 2621 4.7
Roma ntic 2 1.085337 0.0276 2621 5.7
Atonal I 1.083865 0.0276 2621 4.8 5. Third-order spectra
Atonal 2 1.143627 0.0276 2621 5.2
Spa nish Guitar 1.228339 0.0391 1310 4.6 Non-Ga ussian aspects of music do not appear to
Spanish G uita r 1.236005 0.0391 1310 6.0

have been investigated. In this conn ection theJazz I 1.121480 0.039 1 1310 5.4
Jazz 2 1.217540 0.0276 2621 5.6 bispeetrum and bieoherenee are pertinent para-
Afro-Cuba n I 1.116375 0.0276 2621 5.8 meters. They are useful in both discern ing non-
Afro-Cuban 2 1.169583 0.0276 2621 6.3 Ga ussianity and in examining for nonlinearity,
Rock & Roll 1.000069 0.0276 2621 6.1 Definitions and estimates are given in Appendix A.
Rock & Roll 1.109331 0.0276 2621 5.6
Hip Hop 1.022285 0.0276 2621 5.8 Suppose the process Y, is linear, that is

Hip Hop 1.075118 0.039 1 1310 6.0

Y, = fa,-udDu, (13)

Model 1 Model 2
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Frequen cy in Hz.
Points outside c.l, : 6.3%

Number of Points: 143

Frequen cy in Hz.
Points outs ide c .l, : 3.5%

Fig. 5. Fi tted mode ls for the time series representation using frequencies of the score repre sen tat ion of the Coffee Calltata.
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Fig. 6. Fitt ed IIFmodel for the scores of the 12 pieces listed.

where E, is a process with independent increments Table 2

having mean 0, variance (12, and third moment K , Results of fitting the power spectr um

(In the Gaussian case K = 0.) Then the power spec-
fJtrum of Y , is Song SE Tot. Pt s. 0/0 not in c.i.

(12 Baroque 1 1.330 0.1180 143 6.3

f 2(}') = 2rc IA(},)I2 (14) Baroque 2 0.904 0.1080 171 8.2
Cla ssical 1 1.510 0.1590 79 14
Classical 2 1.620 0.1780 63 18

and the bispectrum is Classical 3 1.590 0.1590 79 3.8
Rom antic 1.170 0.0571 613 7.8

K Span ish G uitar 1 1.630 0.1530 85 5.88
f 3(}" J.I.) = (2rc)2A(A)A(J.I.)A(A + J.I.) , (15) Spani sh Gu itar 2 1.540 0.1710 68 5.88

Jazz 1 0.726 0.1250 129 7.8

where Jazz 2 1.670 0.1680 71 8.4
Mam bo 1 0.970 0.0833 288 9.3

A(}.) = f e - ii.UUudU.
Mambo 2 1.240 0.1080 171 9.4

(16)
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is defined an d const an t for this linear process
ca se, see [2]. ln thc case that the process Y, is

T he spect rum may be estimated a nd exa mined to
sec if it is 0 (Gaus sian process). Supposing that the
denominator does no t vanish, the bicohcrcncc

rj' l"{'r.~ibk {probabilistic properties of 1Y, l and
{Y_,} the same }. the imagina ry par t of the bispcc
tru m is identica lly O. Sec [4]. Reversibility is not the
property of most music.

T he process {2l will ha ve nonze ro bispcctrum to
the exten t that the frequencies i.j , present for I near
Tjo satisfy relations such as i.j + i I = i' j"'

Under regulari ty conditions (including stationar
ity an d mixing)estimates fl(i.),fJU.Il) of the power
and bispcctra may be const ructed that arc asymp
totically independent an d normal. T hese may be
used to form the bicohcrcncc estimate. IB1(i.,/1)12,

whose approximate statistical properties are in
dicated in Append ix A.

Fo r a given sample value of the bicoherence,
18 rp., /1)1 2

, one may com pute the approximate
prob -valuc of achieving a value as large or
larger in the null Ga ussia n case. T he null dis
tr ibut ion is an exponential. sec Appendix A. Such

(17)

( IX)

" I I I
(21'1}2 i f 2 /IP:2U + /1)P:2'

If. for example, A(i.) = l /i,m and the process is
linear , then the power spectrum is 1/2:rrif an d the
bispcctrum
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lhe , nw<>l hc'<llCm c",,, ,ng, of lhe Co!k.. C"",,,,,,.
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pro b-valuc s arc contoured in Figs. 7-9. for the Cof
je c Call/IIII/.

Likewise to assess the possibility that the basic
process is linear . one may compute

(19)

with the average over all bicohcrcnce estimates and
thcn compute the approxi mate thc prob-valuc cor
responding to the deviate I IBf(i.,}/lll - ;-l Again
thc prob-valucs a re contoured for the Coffee Call
Ill/II. Details of the approximation arc given in
Appendix A.

Th ese procedures. of using test statistics that
arc functions of (;..11), rather than some global
statistic, have the advantage of indicating the char
actor of departure if the null hypothesis appears
rejected.

Nikias and Mendel [ 14] prov ide a review of
higher orde r spectra and some of their uses.

Sqrt{Bicoherence}

5. J, Siglllli representation

We checked for non-Gaussianity and nonf!n
carny in the time series used in Section 4. T hc series
studied. Coffee ClI/lllIln, lasted 64.15 s and was sam
pled at 8000 Hz. Aftcr applying thc Voss filter every
200th observation was retai ned. 2566 data points
in aiL T he spectra were estimated from this data.
T he resulting estimates can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8.
For the zero crossings data, Gaussianity is being
rejected. hut no t linearity. Fo r the instantaneous
power both Gaussianity and linea rity arc being
rejected.

5.1. Score representation

Some simila r computations were done for the
SCOfe representation. In estimating the bicohcrcncc

Examining Gaussianity
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we took 10 stretches. As a consequence the
stretches were short . ranging from 12 to 120 points.
Thc resulting estimates for thc score of the Coffee
Camala can be seen in Fig. 9. now graphing rhc 50
and 90% contours. In this case Gaussianity ap
pears rejected but not linearity.

6. Discussion and conclusions

We began with the question of what makes mu
sic, music. To address it we considered whether
certain parametric forms fitted well, whether asso
ciatcd timc series were Gaussian and whether they
were linear. Broadly ranging selections of pieces
were analyzed. Thc model II! ' with fi ncar I ap
peared to lit the scores well. as opposed to alterna
rives allowing more curvature or flatness at low
frequencies, The sume can be said for the derived
processes of zero crossings and instantaneous

power. ln each. the hypothesis of Gaussianity
(really 0 hispcctrum) was rejected. The conclusions
regarding linearity were not so clear.

We have acted as if the processes involved were
stationary. To the extent that they arc not. the
parameters and estimates may be treated as if they
arc focussed on an average of instantancous spectra
obtaining for the processes involved. The stuustical
packages of Mutlab and S-plus were employed.

ln future work the trispcctru m will be con
sidered. It will allow further asscsmcnt of linearity.
Other values for the passband of the lowpass filter.
here 20 Hz. will also beconsidered. The signal com
putations were carried through only for Coffee
Call1ala. The othcr pieces will be studied as well.

Wc thank David Wessel and Steven Clark for
a variety of helpful remarks . We thank Ofcr Licht
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for help in entering the CD music . The work of
David R, Brillinger was supported by NSF grants
DMS-9300002 and DMS-9625774. The work of
Rafael A. Irizarry was supported by a National
Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellow
ship.

for I = 0, ... ,L - 1.Then form the third-order peri
odogram of the lth stretch,

where h3 = Sh(U)3duo The estimate of the bispec
trum is now

Appendix A

A.I . Third-order spectra
(A.6)

(A.1)

Th e bispectrum at bifrequency ()" fl) is defined by

(A.7)

One reference is [11]. In form ing the estimate of the
bicoherence, the power spectrum is estimated by
similarly aver aging the second-order periodograms
of the L str etches.

In our empirical work no taper was employed,
ra ther the series were prefiltered by fitt ing an
autoregressive, prior to computing the spectral
qu antities. Such a linear filtering retains the °bi
spect ral property of a Gaussian process and the
linearity property of a linear process .

A. I.2. Statistical properties of the estimates
Suppose that the bispectrum is estimated, as

above, by averaging the thi rd-o rder periodograms
of L contiguous segmen ts of length V of a series of
length T = LV. Then, for ()., fl) not on the bound
ar y of the fundamental domain,f[(.1., fl) is asymp
tot ically complex normal with mean f3()', fl) and
variance

(A.2)

We provide the basic definitions and properties
in order that others can directly reproduce such
a study.

A.I .I. Definitions and estimates
Bispectral Analysis is of use in discerning non

Gaussianity of a time series and also in examining
the series for nonlinearity.

Let Y" t = 0, ± I , ± 2, ... , denote a sta tionary
time series. Let it have mean C b co-variance func
tion C2(U) and third moment function

f( ,1 II) = _ l_ ", ,,, c (u v )e - i(ui. +v p )
3 ' w (2re)2L..L.. 3 , ,

and the bicoherence by

(A.3)

The fund amental domain of these parameters is
o:;::; fl :;::; )., J. + fll2 :;::; re.

There are a variety of fashions by which the
bispectrum may be estimated. A convenient one is:
let the data be broken into L stretches of length V,
so that T = LV. Next compute the tapered Fourier
Transform of the lth stretch ,

provided V , LIV ---+ CfJ as T ---+ CfJ. It is not ewor thy
that for con sistenc y a large number, L , of individual
stretches will be req uired. Further estimates at dis
tinct frequencies are asymptotically independent.

It follows that when f 3(.1. , fl) = 0, If I(/., flW is
asymptotically

(A.8)

dV(kl) = V~ l h(~)Y .e - iv .l
, v~o V + 1 LV+ v

(A.4)

which result may be used to exam ine the hypothesis
f 3()" fl) = 0. In the examples, prob-values based on
this distribution are graphed,
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In the case thatf3(}. ,II) =I0 the variate Iff'{A,IIW
will be approximately normal with mean If3(A,II)12

and variance

In other words the large sample distribution of
the bicoherence estimate

trum-based tests for the non-Gaussianity and non
linearity of a stationary process. Rao and Gabr
structured the problem as assessing whether all
components of a multivariate normal have the
same mean. Hinich (see also [5J) based tests on the
interquantile range of sample bicoherence values .
Terdik and Math [20J note that the bispectrum of
a process , such that the linear predictor is the
quadratic, satisfies a particular algebraic identity
and use this to assess possible linearity.

(A.10)
A,2. Obtaining the numerical representations

and variance

will be approximately exponential with mean

This approximation follows via the delta method.

A.2.2. Score representation
A piece of music was selected . Then using an

EMU Proteus Keyboard, a Mac Power Book 520
and a program we wrote in Max (see [19J for some
information on Max) we saved the midi-numbers
and duration into text files. We used MIDI-note
number 36 (lower than the lowest note in any of
the score) to denote rests . These files where made

A.2.1. Signal representation
A song was chosen from a Compact Disc. It was

down-loaded into a Mono .au file sampled at
8000 Hz using a CD-ROM and software for the
Spare machines. To go from stereo to a mono
signal the two channels were averaged. Our statist
ical analysis was done mostly by S-Plus which
cannot read .au files. We altered Thau's program
xplay, a sound player for Sun Spare machines,
which can handle Al FF, .au, and some WAVE
files, so that it would save a file with the numbers
corresponding to the sampled signal in a file read
able to S-Plus . Due to technical details of the way
Compact Discs are recorded and the way xplay
works the units of the sampled audio signal are
completely arbitrary.

To obtain the smoothed zero crossings or 'in
stantaneous' pitch and power from the sampled
signals we wrote C programs that performed the
zero crossing calculation, the bandpass filtering, the
squaring and the lowpass filtering relatively quick
ly. The filtering was done by calculating the FFT of
the signal , setting the coefficients of the pertinent
frequencies to zero and then performing the inverse
FFT.

(A.14)

(A.II)

(A.13)

(A.12)

2 /16 .!': I If3(}"IIW
/1~ L 2nfz(A)f2(/l)f2(A+ 11)

when f3(A ,II) =I O. The quantity IBT(}.,II)I will then
be approximately normal with mean IB(A, II)I and
variance

/1 6 V 1

/1~L 2n

when f3(}" 11) = O. It will be approximately normal
with mean, the bicoherence,

A.I.3. Related work
Rosenblatt and Van Ness [I8J developed vari

ous asymptotic properties of bispectral estimates,
as did Brillinger [2J for higher-order spectral esti
mates. Huber et al. [10J considered the estimation
of the bicoherence and in particular suggested ap
proximating its distribution, when the population
value was 0, by a X~. Elgar and Guza [7J investi
gated the accuracy of this approximation. Rao and
Gabr [17J and Hinich [8J proposed global bispec-

1/16 I V

2/1~ 2nT
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readable to S-Plu s and Matlab using Pearl. Using
S-Plu s we crea ted various functions that con
verted the raw data into objects of the time
series and marke d point process represe nta tions,
respectively.

A.3. Notes 0/1 the Voss techniqu e

Suppose the signal may be written

Y(t) = R(t)cos(Z(t)t + rjJ(t)) (A.1S)

References

After the lowpass filtering to [0,0.01] kH z one has
approximately

with Z (t) the instantaneous frequency, R(t) a slowly
changi ng amplitude and rjJ(t) a slowly changing
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